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Lean implementations in healthcare (Guthrie, 2006; Radnor, 
Walley, Stevens & Bucci, 2006; Fillingham 2008; Young and 
McClean, 2008)

Orgaisation Methodology Impact

Scotland cancer treatment Lean Waiting times for first appointment 
reduced from 23-12 days and improved 
flow time of 48%

Royal Bolton Hospital Bolton Improving Care 
System (Lean)

Direct saving of £3.1m. Death rate for 
patients fell by one third. The time taken
to process important categories of blood 
fell from 2 days to 2 hours. Average 
pathology from 24h to 2-3 hrs.

Nebraska Medical Centre Lean principles to 
redesign the work area of 
the sterile processing 
centre in the clinical 
laboratories

Reduced staff walking by 167 miles a 
year. Reduced lab space by 825 sq. ft. 
and turn around time by 20%.
Average LOS decreased from 6.29 to 
5.72 days.

Pittsburgh General Hospital Lean techniques Change to the intravenous line insertion 
procedure reducing infections by 90%. 
Saving $500,000 intensive care costs.

Flinders Medical Centre Lean thinking 20% more work, fewer safety incidents 
same resource. 

Tyne, Esk and Wear Valley 
(Web site case) 

Lean Reduce LOS 57%, reduced number of 
beds 21%, Reduced bed occupancy 22%



Short term rather than ongoing  
improvement 

• Case research findings across 4 Hospitals

•Typically characterised by many small projects termed Rapid 
Improvement Events (RIE).

• ‘what is needed is more significant delivery change and a step 
change in service improvement. This will be more sustained than 
One-off minor departmental improvements e.g. tidying of areas, 
undertaking 5S events. There isa real concern that these 
departments will drift back to where they were before’ (Focus 
Group Member, Iron) 

•(Radnor et al., 2012) 



Local rather than system wide 
improvement

‘Process improvement is easier within departments than
across departments. There is no formal process for
improving processes between departments’ (Staff across Iron)

(Radnor et al., 2012)
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A mechanism is needed to sustain 
ongoing system improvement

– ‘Improvement is not so easy to sustain… With only loose 
direction from top management it is difficult to trace the results 
from these islands of improvement… and no one checks. We 
recently did an assessment of a hospital that had done 93 kaizen 
events. The success rate was less than 20% and none of these 
had impacted the core A&E process that really kept the CEO 
awake at night’ 

– (Jones, 2008)
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Structure

• Lean / TPS in the context of wider system approaches.

• A common educational framework (laws and theory).

• Variability reduction and TQM/Six Sigma 

• Flow – the common focus of TPS/lean and TOC.

• Seminal origins and the key role of Kanban and buffer management.

• Lean / TOC signalling – horses for courses.

– Moving beyond RIE to ongoing flow management

• Complex patient flow – buffer management signalling.

• Using laws and theory to differentiate signalling tool choice
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Attribute Processes of on-going improvement?

Six Sigma /TQM Lean TOC

Process steps Define

Measure

Analyse

Improve 

Control

Identify value

Map value stream

Flow

Pull

Perfection

Identify constraint

Exploit

Subordinate

Elevate

Go back

Seminal

Origins

Shewhart 

Western Electric

1930s

Ohno 

Toyota

1950s

Goldratt

Creative Output

1980s

Emphasis Reduce Variation 

(defects)

Reduce Wasteful 

variation

Manage variation

Management

Signalling

Tool

Statistical Process 

Control (SPC)

Kanban Buffer Management

Distinguishing systems 
approaches 



9Variability

Variation & 
Uncertainty

Reduce

Laws

Theories / Approaches

Coordinated  
Strategies

C
u
m

u
la

tiv
e

C
a
p
a
b
ility

A broader systems view of operations is required

SS: six sigma
TQM: total quality

management
S&EF: theory of swift

and even flow
PF: performance 

frontiers
TOC: theory of constraints

(Stratton 2015)



6 laws (principles)

1 Law of Trade-offs: A delivery system cannot simultaneously provide the highest

levels of performance (quality, delivery lead time, delivery reliability, flexibility and cost) 

(primary attribution: Skinner, 1969).

2 Law of Focus: A delivery system that is aligned to make the most of a limiting factor

(e.g. order winning criteria and bottleneck) will be more productive. (primary attribution: 

Skinner, 1974; Hill, 1985; Goldratt, 1984).

3 Law of Variability: Increasing variability always degrades the performance

of a delivery system. (Hopp and Spearman, 1995 modified).

4 Law of Variability Buffering: Variability in a delivery system will be

buffered by some combination of Inventory, Capacity and Time. (Hopp and Spearman, 

1995 modified)

5    Law of Bottlenecks: A resource with no buffer capacity dictates the delivery system 

throughput and provides a focus for planning and control. (Primary attribution: Goldratt, 

1984)

6    Law of Variability Pooling: Combining sources of variability so they can share a 

common buffer reduces the total amount of buffering required. (Hopp, 2008 modified)
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Time

Measure

Of

Quality

Action limit

Statistical Process Control Chart

3

2

1

1

2

3

Warning limit

Action limit

Warning limit

SPC management 
signalling tool(Shewhart, 1931)

Outer tolerance value (specification limit) 

Law: (variability)



Toyota Production System  House
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Heijunka    Standardised work     kaizen

Continuous 
flow

Takt  time

Pull system

Stop and 
rectify 

abnormalities

Goal:  highest quality, lowest cost shortest lead time

Stability

Just in time Jidoka

Law of 

variability 

Law of variability 

buffering

Theory of swift and even flow 
(Schemnner and Swink, 1998)



TPS (lean) flow 

• ‘The machine-output ratio at Toyota Motors is two or three times 
that of similar companies. Indeed, for the same level of production, 
Toyota has far more equipment than other companies and this 
is one of its strengths.’ 

• (Shingo, 1989: 72)

Eliminate
direct 
waste

Substitute 
capacity 
for 
inventory
buffer

Law (Variability Buffering): Variability in 

a delivery system will be buffered by some 
combination of Inventory, Capacity and Time. 



TPS (lean) flow (Hopp, 2008: 91 modified)

Eliminate
direct 
waste

Substitute 
capacity 
for 
inventory
buffer

Reduce 
variability

Reduce
buffer

Continuous
improvement

cycle

‘The greater the fluctuations in quantity picked up, the more 
excess capacity is required by the earlier  processes… Ideally, 
levelling should result in zero fluctuations in the final assembly line.’

(Ohno, 1988: 36-37)



Kanban : the TPS management 
signaling tool
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• ‘In reality practicing these rules [the six rules of kanban] means nothing 
less than adopting the Toyota Production System as the management 
system of the whole company.’ 

•(Ohno, 1988:41)
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Analogy of KANBAN (pull signaling)
(source: Goldratt and Fox, 1986; modified)

Separate Ropes (inventory buffers)

DRUM

Market
(Customer orders)

Takt time

Law (Variability Buffering)
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Drum-Buffer-Rope (pull) (market drum)
(Source: Goldratt and Fox, 1986; modified)

Market
(Customer orders)

Shipping Rope

Shipping Buffer

DRUM

Law (variability pooling): Combining sources of variability so 
they can share a common buffer reduces the total amount of 

buffering required. 



Buffer Management: 
A management signaling tool
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Time

Probability to 

finish 
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Buffer time (Rope)

Buffer origin (Drum)

Illustration based on the Drum Buffer Rope application

Law (variability pooling)Erlang Distribution
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The functions of buffer management

•Prioritise the flow

– buffer penetration

•Identify when to expedite potential delays.

– Respond to individual red zone penetration

•Signals when there is a need to escalate intervention.

– Respond to significant and growing red zone penetration

•Identify and target main sources of delay for 

improvement

– Pareto analysis causes of red zone penetration
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Buffer Management Signaling 
(Based on Drum-Buffer-Rope)

Time

Probability to 

finish 
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R
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Buffer time (Rope)

Buffer origin (Drum)

Priority 2 Priority 1

Function 1 - Prioritize



Buffer Management signaling
Function 2 - Expedite

Rope/buffer length
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100%

Green region

5 - 10%

Yellow region Red region

Expedite individual orders



Buffer Management signaling 
Function 3: Escalate

Rope/buffer length
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100%

Green region

5 - 10%

Yellow region Red region

Growing red zone signals instability

Escalate immediate action 



Buffer Management Signaling
Function 4: Target

Rope/buffer length
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100%

Green region

5 - 10%

Yellow region Red region

Target causes of red zone

penetration
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Emergency Room Acute Rehabilitation Hospital
Social & Health Care Residential & Nursing Care

Home

ED Acute Rehab

Social & 

Health 

Care

Social & 

Health 

Care

Social & 

Health 

Care

Social & 

Health 

Care

GP 
referrals

Ambulances

Minors

Home

Elective

Residential 

& Nursing 

Care

Outpatients

Medical Assessment Unit

MAU

Home Home Home

Days

Days Days

Days

Healthcare applications
(Stratton and Knight, 2010) 



Time Buffers

Patient 1

Admission 
date

Clinically based 
Planned 

Discharge Date
MDT

This patient is in the red and the blue resource is 
the cause of the patient being in the red

(Source: Knight, 2014)



Patient 5

Admission 
date

PDD 5MDT

Admission 
date

PDD 4
MDT

Patient 4

Patient 3

Admission 
date

PDD 3
MDT

Admission 
date

PDD 2MDT

Patient 2

Patient 1

Admission 
date

PDD 1MDT Question: Which resource is
most often causing the
most time delay to the
most patients across the
whole system?

Answer: The blue resource
is causing the most delay
across the most patients!
Would you like to know
the size of the delayed
days and which period of
the week or year this is at
its worse? By the way the
blue department is
already on the case and is
following the updated
sequence to overcome
these delays. The
Continuous Improvement
teams are looking into
offloading the blue and
training up the red to
avoid this problem in the
future.



–1 Identify the system’s constraint(s)

–Time: Length of Stay(LOS)

–2 Decide how to exploit the systems 
constraint(s)

–Set and update clinically based discharge times 

–3 Subordinate everything to the above 
decision.

–Sequence resources to meet these times

–Adopt buffer management

– Prioritise, expedite, escalate, target 

– Huddles

– Cross buffer management 

Applying the 5 steps of focusing



Length of Stay (LOS) across DCHS 2006-2013

?

(Source: Stratton et al., 2014)
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Discharge QFI Jonah top delay reasons by region

Reasons for delay

Top Delay reasons 



Kanban and Buffer Management 
Assumptions

TPS/Kanban assumes: Buffer Management assumes:

Predefined process steps No predefined processing steps

Buffering is based on inventory 
and held at each processing 
step

Buffering is based on time or 
stock and pooled

Process delays (quality 
problems) are not passed on to 
the next process

‘Delays’ are only expedited when 
they threaten delivery / 
availability

Level scheduling Demand may vary, triggering 
(timely) escalation

Continual improvement is 
encouraged through reducing 
inventory to expose problems 
that are then targeted.

Continual improvement is 
enabled by targeting the causes 
of delay (e.g. red zone 
penetration) then reducing the 
buffer.



The Lean : TOC divide
(TOC cloud format)

A 
Manage well.

D
Do not pool 

buffers

D
Pool buffers

C
Manage 
variation

B
Reduce wasteful 

variation

Because…
buffer aggregation masks the

source of the variation

Because…
aggregation of variation reduces buffer 

requirements     

Buffer 
Management                                                                                                                   



Attribute Mfg. 
Strategy

TQM /Six 
sigma

Lean TOC Supply Chain 
Strategy

Environment Mfg. plants All processes Inherently 
stable flow

Complex flow Wider delivery 
system network

Key word Trade-off Variation Flow Focus Postponement

Key assumption Variability 
drives 
strategic  
choice

Process 
variability 
drives quality 
cost trade-off 

Process 
(batch) 
variability 
drives waste

Variability can 
be strategically 
managed 

Customisation 
can be 
postponed  

Distinguishing
Methodology

Product 
profiling

Plan, Do,
Study, Act

Value 
stream 
mapping

Causal mapping 
/ conflict 
resolution (N&S 
logic)

Configuring 
Order 
Penetration 
Point (OPP)

What to change Separate 
out order 
winning 
criteria

Specific 
Processes

Process flow Management 
Rules

Product design 
and  
distribution

Distinguishing 
systems 
concept

Focused 
factory

Statistical
Process
Control

Kanban 
control

Buffer 
management

Postponement

Distinguishing
Law(s)

Law of 
trade-offs
Law of 
focus

Law or 
variability

Law of 
variability 
buffering

Law of b’t’ks
Law of 
variability 
pooling

Law of 
variability 
pooling

32

Laws that underpin systems thinking in OM 



Conclusion

• Systems approaches require management signalling tools

• The tools differ to meet the different environmental conditions.

• However, the underlying emphasis on managing and reducing 

variability to improve flow is universal.

• The laws provide building blocks for the associated explanations.

• Healthcare encompasses a wide range of environments.

• Complex flows, as in health and social care, is suited to managing 

variability through the use of pooled buffers – buffer management 

assumptions apply.
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Questions
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6. Reducing the number of 

kanban increases their sesitivity.

6. Reveals existing problems and 

maintains inventory control.

5. Defective products are not sent 

on to the subsequent process. 

The result is 100% defect free 

goods.

5. Prevents defective products by 

identifying the process making 

the defectives.

4. Always attached a kanban to 

the goods.

4. Serves as a work order 

attached to goods.

3. No items are made or 

transported without a kanban.

3. Prevents over production and 

excessive transport.

2. Earlier process produces items 

in the quantity and sequence 

indicated by the kanban.

2. Provides production 

information.

1. Later process picks up the 

number of items indicated by the 

kanban at the earlier process.

1. Provides pick-up or 

transmission information.

Kanban rules of useFunctions of kanban

The functions and rules of kanban (source: Ohno, 1988: 30)

Kanban functions/rules



Direction of a solution in Healthcare 
(Source: Goldratt, 2008 modified)

• 1 Improving patient flow (or equivalent LOS) is the 

primary objective of managing the operation of a hospital.

• 2 This primary objective should be translated into a practical 

signalling mechanism that everyone understands and follows.

• 3 Local efficiencies must be abolished

• 4 A focusing process to balance flow must be in place

– identify which resource is most often causing the most disruption to 
the flow of the most patients.  
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